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NOTES ON SATIRE IN SWIFT
AND JONSON
Edwin Honig

like a thing of nature, a flower, let us say, has a
spatial as ~ell as a qualitative existence. A' flower exists not only
as an entity in space physically distinct from all other things; it also has
identity, the oneness of itself compacted of all its known attributessize, shaPe, colQr, smell, text1!re, etc. What we call its identity is the sum
total of its attributes during a particular time in its existence,' e. g., the
prime of florescence, as a product of created matter.
Such observations are commonplace eno~gh when they are made
on the descriptive level of discourse. And like all such commonplaces
they are too vague to enjoy any purpose beyond that of generalization,
and too incomplete on their own level to be acceptable; as scientific
'truth. If one were concerned with scientific truth, one wo~ld have to
go on to describe the flower's phenomenal existence as a known and
classifiable incident in nature. But'if one questioned its need to exist
in its known form, ,without invoking the name of the deity, one might in
the end find that though',the question itself is nonsensical, the concern
which it raises will have invited the analysis of conscious creation, like
a work of art.
On the aesthetic and philosophic level, the question of causation
which we artificially entertain with regard to the natural phenomenon,
a flower, becomes "natural" when we ask it with regard to the "~lrtificial:'
conscious creation which is the work of art. Yet the completeness with
which we answer such· a question depends not, as in the case of scien,tific
truth, on, the ability to classify and explaiJi-the work as an incident'of
a definite type, or as' part of a greater scheme of known creation. It
depends on wliat we can see and can generally agree is there which
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makes the work not a type, a species, or an e~mple-h~lt the peculiar
thing which it is in itself. One m~ght say that the work lOf art does not
really exist until we see it in such a way, and that unl~ss we learn to
see it in this way, we withhold from it its chief function, iwhich like the
flower's is to give pleasure. The question, if it is worth] !1sking at allWhat is the consciousness which goes into a work of art, ~fie need which
forces it into existence?-is only pertinent if the answer re-enfofces and
maximizes the degree of pleasure we first find in beholding the art
product. .
\t
In speaking of satire in Swift and Jonson, one ought -'eliberately
to exclude'from consideration all a priori intelligence which has historically determined what the satiric type is, 'either as ~ literary form
or as a basic attitude of the writer toward his matter. ;I'his is not to
rule out the pertinence of such observations wl].ich find ~ similarity of
aim and design and a communion of tone in the treatmdnt 'of different
matter by satiric writers from Aristophan~s to Shaw, and Juvenal to
Joyce. Nor is it to forget the necessary debt owed by Swift to Erasmus,.
by Jonson to Horace, Petronius,~tc. But because we would know what
the nature of satire is from its source in the work itself :rather than as
an essence whiCh it shares with generality of widely sqittered works,
the subject of analysis ought not to be treated as a type but as a function
•
of literary art.

a

Swift and Jonson each needed to create a moral sanqtuary in art, a
personal oasis in which the values of rational judgment stood as real
trees which could not be mistak~n for the illusory objects!of the senseswhat in the world about them went by the names of pass19n, zeal, pride,
enthusiasm, etc., all the misbegotten offshoots of the irrational imagination. To inveigh against the universal desert with its imultitudinous
-mirages, one needs at least a pulpit. Even better, and far less constricting, a stage or a broadside. Thus Jonson, when he withdrew temporarily .from the theatre, became the first among his contemporaries to
prepare his "w~rks" through publication for posterity. And Swift,
using the cross winds of contemporary literary and political debate,
set up a sail and a banner with his polemical.writings which have outlived their occasion and remain aloft today. That Jonsqn should have
been a dramatist-poet and critic-scholar, and Swift a pqlemicist, poet,
and alJegorist seems somehow less meaningful than that they should
both have giv.en satire that personal emphasis which ~sted neither
,
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before their times nor ever again after their deaths. Swift writing his
third-rate crotchety ver~- and Jonson writing' his third-rate didactic
plays still elicit from us the same response which only the author of
THe Tale of a Tub and Gullive.r,s Travels-and the author of Volpone
and The A lchemist can possibly manage. ~
The ideal formal structure of Swift's prose is based, of Course, on .
the polemic, the pamphlet, the tract. And while it is neither journalism
nor fiction, the form itself appears superficially to share something of
both, and always with an undertone of drama: its timely occasion, its
strongly partisan point of view, its lengthy e~ception-taking prefaces,
the fictitiousness enveloping its air of authority, its creation of an~ny
mous personages and incidents, and the feigned obscurity of its author.
It would seem impossible that the heavily devised form which binds
the matter of The Tale of a Tub or The Battle of the Books could survive its occasion. Only a· fanatic devotee can patiently make his way
through the lesser works, like the Bickerstaff Papers and The Drapier's
Letters, without faltering.
Yet what strikes the reader about all of Swift's work is the.d~1iberate
application of ~nsibility to the creation of an inner form. -It· ~ like
.the performance of a great actress in the title role of some foreign Classic.
Because of our ignorance of the language or our indifference to the
subject matter of the play, we may find our interest lapsing till the
moment when her voice and presence pervade the stage, when we are
suddenly made aware, despite our linguistic or aesthetic :limitatio~s, that
our attention is now riveted on .the core of tragedy in the work, which
we had despaired of ever finding. As in the Spider and Bee passage
in The Battle. of the Bo.oks, the, "Digression upon Madness" in The Tale
of a Tub, the Struldbrugs episode in Part III of Gulliver's Travels, it is
this opening up of great areas of light in the course of a seemingly.
stuffy and rambling disquisition which convinces 'us that we are confronting, the magical workings of a real .artist, not a mere journalist.
Nor is it theoccuirence of such passages alone which convinces us. It
is also that we cannot take the rest simply as a series of unrelated
ramblings now, but must search for the subtle interconnections of
conscious purpose which has threaded the seemingly inconsequential
to the more apparently significant passages. We see that there is after
all a design and that the weakness in perception is not in the author
but in ourselves, in our own inattention. The inner form consists in
a vast interwebbing of minor designs and details, in the weaving back .
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and forth of threads ~hich lead from and sustain at each jU1ICture the
vital strand of meaning with which the work was begun. Perhaps the
whole of Swift's work is one such network of infinite variations, where
the main strands reappear again and again in each section of the total
design; or, in other terms, it is a series of brilliant variations on a
.
single theme.
, A Discourse on the Mechanical Operations of the Spirit, being a
kind of postscript t,o The Tale of a Tub and yet a"self-contained essay
in itself, may serve to illustrate this principle of inner form evident in
alm,ost all of Swift's work.
~
. The dramatic undertone is established, both in "The Book~ller's
Advertisement," wherein the author puts on his cloak of anonymity,
and in the introductory portion of the letter (the epistolary form having been chosen for the discourse) in which one virtuoso is writing
to another about a matter of singular interest to scientific inquiry.
The whole Discourse, personified in such authority, thus never pretends
to anything. but the most dispassionate observations naturallo a seeker
of scientific truth. The compulsive nature of the revelation is nonetheless explicit, though it appears in another guise:
It is now a good while since I have had in my head something, not only
very material, but absolutely necessary "to my health, that the world should
be iiiformed in. For, to tell you a secret I am .able to contain it no longer.

From the mouth of a journalist, such a statement might be taken as
the equivalent of a good hoax; from a scientist, the equivalent of a
momentous discovery-Eureka! But from Swift, it comes in""the same
form as the lyrical. outburst from the poet. Yet with what Caution and
device the real auth9f proceeds to cover up the admission of his inspiration, so that in its tedious typicality it will seem indistinguishable from
the expression of any other pamphleteer!
The substance of the "discovery" is that religious enthusiasm in
prinCiple and practice 'is not of a spiritual but '''of a corporeal nature."
But the discourse itself is a two-pronged weapon. For in satirizing the
extreme forms of puritan irrationality, Swift assumes the role of a virtuoso for whom everything is scientifically determined and for whom
no fragment of fact or statement of authority is so mean that; it cannot
be used to prove a point or to make an inference. Therein he uses
one extreme as a foil to destroy and be destroyed by the' opposite
extreme.
The anecdote about Mahomet visiting Heaven on an ass, which
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opens the first section, serves~ as in all allegorical uses, both as a rhetorical device to invite attention and as a· means of throwing the reader off
~e track mQmentarily. But,before the explicit identification of the
animal with the "gifted and enlightened teacher" is made, Swift makes
the implicit identification (reminiscent of Erasmus' Folly) of the ass
with "the qualities as well a~ operations" of human nature.. Having
explained the meaning of the anecdote, and thereby deliberately underestimating the reader's intelligence, Swift rewards him with the promise
that the author will "go on for the future by way of allegory, though in
such a manner,. that the judicious reader may, without much straining,
make his applications as often as he shall think fit." On this ~asis he
assumes the universal nature of his subject, and shows its application
to the great religious and philosophical revol.utions which have occurred
in human history. He limits his subject, by definition, to the "fourth
method of religious enthusiasm, or launching out of the soul, as it is
,'purely an effect of artifice. and mechanical operation. . . ." And the
aspect of that subject he means to treat historically and nationally as it
has developed among the British. By detailed ex~mples he derives a
reductio ad absurdum definition of the Long-Heads and the Roundheads: in the"first, enthusiasm is "an effect grown from Art into Nature,"
and in the second, "an effect wholly natural . . . but where the superstructure is entirely artificial." In these people "the corruption of the
senses is the generation of the spirit." _And Swift conscientiously follows
the figurative expression with an elaborate physical and physiological explanation, thus giving the effect of redefining his original "discovery"
and establishing an a~thoritative basis for his argument. He is concerned to prove that the inner origin and "mechanical operation of the
spirit" is derived from the artificial stimulation of bodily functions and
the shutting off of "the fort of reason." Again and again this theme
is defined, supported by detail, heightened by historical allusion, retrieved by digression, extended by hyperbole. So that when the
conclusion is reached-religious enthusiasm, artificially induced, is no
different from the strategic exercise of carnal love-we are impressed by
the variety of the territory we have .traveled through. Actually, we are
back where we started: enthusiasm is not spiritual but corporeal
behavior-animal instinct, and the baseness of the flesh, o~ the one
hand; enthusiasm, and pride, on the other; and both in retreat from
reason, rational judgment. This is the basic formula of Swift's interwebbed design from which the whole pattern of his work emerges.
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In the preoccupations of Ben Jonson one finds many analogies to
the compulsions which enliven the art of Swift: repudiation of zeal,
pride, religious eJlthusiasm, clothes-fetishism, and poetasting; a stoical
defense of reasonableness; and the use of allegory, hyperbole, invective,
etc. But these are only subjective aspects of the satiric type common to
a host of renaissance and classical writers. 'They aret:Jl0t crucial to the
art of Jonson or Swift, and they do hot suggest the functional employment of device by which Swift and Jonson may be ~ompared. ,
The objective self-dramatization which one encounters continually
in Swift, in the anonymity of authorship, the writer's disguise as one of
several fictitious personalities, the isolation of the I:tero in a world of
,pygmies, giants, animals, or a society of real men whose behav.ior and
understanding are too ludicrous, too"absurd ,to be treated with anything
but contempt-this sort of projection one also finds in JonsoQ, in' his
plays and in-his verse. And in both Swift and Jonson, the moral (llsaffection which separates them from their contemporaries seems to lbecome
a psychopathic obsession, which lends the effect of a- magnification of
vision to their work.
"
Outside of occasional lyrics, which are frankly bathetic, or which
are simply inventions in the courtly tradition, there is no treatment of
the theme of love in Jonson which is not underlined by the realistic
detail, the odor of contaminated flesh. Yet one would have to admit in
this regard that Jonson most often dealt with the superficies of fleshly
pride and lechery-a more often formal and general attack on human
foibles in the renaissance style. Swift, on the other hand, was l~d more
deeply by his disgust at the ugly, the bestial, the irrational artimal in
man; so that the mere disclosure of a woman's close-up nakedness (in
Brobdingnag) and the smell of humanity (after Gulliver le~yes the
Houyhnhnms) raises in him such absolute repugnance that one feels
there is no escape for him but in the characterization he, may give this
~ense in his writing.
The effective genius for distortion in characterization is one thing
with Swift and quite another with Jonson. But what we commonly call
caricature-the enlargement of one or a few defects in the featuresdoes not apply to either kind of distortion. Swift's distortions are elaborate constructions on real defects which are norm~ly presem,t in all
men. The deformities which he sees in the skin blemishes and
, smells
in the body odors of the Brobdingnagians are the result of magnified
vision. The illusory sense of well-proportioned beauty which he receives
C

I
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when he views the Lilliputians is also derived from. a similar abpormality in vision;-we might call it micrification. But the beguiling
in Lill~put soon becomes the experience of an offensive reality
illusion
,
in Brobdingnag. Yet while such realization is bearable in reg;;Lrd to the
Brobdingnagians, because they are in all ways comparable to recognizable humanity elsewhere, the abhorrent animality of the Yahoos,
especially as contrasted with the superb sweet reasonableness of the
Houyhnhnms, is permanently debilitating'to a sensibility wltich can
now never be reconciled to "normal" humanity. Thus the voyages of
Gulliver, in, one sense, are a progressive experience in the realization
that deformity is the normal condition, of man. And the outward, physical deformity emphasizes-through discourses with the natives of the
three kingdoms-a still greater inner and mpral deformity. Only
through the gradual derangement (or, in terms of Swiftian irony, the
magnification) of the senses does the great gap between illusion and
reality, inst~nct and reason, pride and humility become understandable.
And this-Swift is saying-is not simply what the human condition
seems to be, but what it actual~y is.
'
In Jonson, distortion in characterization aims at a similar revelation
- of basic humanTeality but with different means. While Swift insists on
a particu'lar obliquity of vision in the individual recipient as the normal
process} Jonson depends on a social elaboration of the practical joke, a
caustic form of burlesque intrigue, wherein the observer's normal
sympathies for the dupe are transf~rred to the deceiver, who, it then
turns out, is himself the greater dupe. It has often been assumed that,
the humorous caricatures of lust and greed, the monsters of cynicism
and egoism in his drama, are simply examples of jonson's human theory
-a convenience by which the· dramatist advised himself in order to
create successful comic portraits. But the curipusly intimate relationship which Jonson always establishes between the dupe and his deceiver
would seem to question the confidence with which such an opinion is
held. For it is in this correspondence between foil and counter-f~il, the
perpetual Mutt and Jeff of Jonsonian intrigue, that his single-minded
villains invite the moral instruction which the dramatist is attempting to
make distortion serve. The Fox ~s not simply a clever but bor~d nobleman who, out of a need to exercise his ingenuity, has prepared a hoax
to snare the Vulture, the Crow, and the Raven. .Nor is he merely a goad
to the others to exemplify every variety of human gullibility. We are
~ot hanging on his words and applauding his I)uccesses because we are
~
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amu6ed by his distorted enactments of recognizable normal behavior in
a competi~ive society. For if we look closely we will see that
depends
as much on his dupes and gulls as they on him. The incredible capacity
of his victims to be deceived is only a counterpart of their need to
deceive others. What better proof can there be than the final act in
which the Fox himself is deceived by his "faithful" (and incorruptible
only because seemingly less corruptible than himself) accomplice, the
Fly? And in The Alchemist} Bart/:lOlomew Fair} and Epicoene, why is it
that after the dupes and their deceivers have all been revealed, the
dupes themselves ~re humiliated and the deceivers treated to a good
supper or to a new job? If it were simply the conventional world of
dramatic make-believe that Jonson is constructing, why aren~t the villains "punished" and their victims "rescued," according to the old moral
in the fairy story? And why is it that we, the audience, who qave come
to see justice done in the end, stay to applaud the "wrong" kind of ending? Can it be that we too, who have been presented with all the keys
gratis, who know all the secrets and cannot be deceived-can It be that
in the end we are deceived too? Does it mean that in applauding the
monsters of lust and cupidity, and in letting the victim go to his "undeserved" fate, we are really applauding ourselves? And are we finally the
du pe for doing so, soon to creep off on all fours, or are we his qIonstrous
deceiver, smiling with new glory and ready for the next bout wIth the
world? Can it be that this is not the make-believe world of ogres and
fairies, hut th~ real world after all? And if not, to paraphrase 4J1dreyev,
What are we laughing at?
.
Thus we see that the question of inner form is determined not by
the postulation of a satiric type, but by the need of the satirist to
construct, as in the case of Jonson and Swift, his 'personal vehicle
th~ugh a fabricated situation, through a congeries of grossly distorted
personalities w~ich elicit our sympathies even as we are being drawn
by the satirist into the design to serve as his supreme dupes. In Jonson
and Swift, one might say, we have the very antithesis of the ideal fiction,
and yet the same "suspension of disbelief" at which such a fiction aims
for its maximum success. In Swift, the effect is like the one we get after
looking at ourselves and others through a distorted mirror: when we
laughingly turn away, we suddenly note that the disproportion in the
real features of the human animal is as bizarrely evident in n~ture ~ it
was in the artifice. Sim,ilarly in Jonson: the effect is like the Jne which
provokes the spontaneous laugh in our response to the "dirty joke." If

¥
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the aftertaste is embarrassment, it is due to our own unpleasantly discovered prudery balking at the verbalized portrait'of a deeply felt vicarious- "heroism.", The aim in Jonson and Swift to direct themselves to
our innermost vitals, to touch the hidden worm, makes us react morally
and awakens us to the character of our action in the real world, even
when ordinarify we would exclude the moral impulse as an ingredient
in behavior. In this sense, and ,going far beyond the ambiguity of
response to the mirror and to the joke, the satire continues to challenge
our most warmly pledged ideologies and beliefs, even though thejr contexts differ as to occasi9n. But of course, we must first be willing to
admit that there is something in us to challenge.

II
o
From this curved syllable depend
Miracles of mo<;>d: despair rounds
Lips everywhere, paint weeps a wound
With oval woe, and questions sound
So; ecstasy purrs, grief is gr<?aned,
So; ecstacy purrs, grief is groaned,
Greed gloats through inflected command
Of ~is circular sound that sits
Silent toned on page and 0 waits.
TED
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